Simple method to improve traditional approaches to name taxa of higher ranks has been proposed. Instead of base name + postfixes (which vary between codes of nomenclature and sometimes not standardized at all), use numerical prefixes, where numbers designate the rank of taxon, from lowest (species = 1) to highest (kingdom = 7). This "numerical ranks" method is not only more simple and straightforward then current practice, but also easy to extend for numerous additional uses. There is a hope that numerical ranks will facilitate creation of typified names for all higher-level taxomonic groups.
Introduction
Most codes of nomenclature (ICZN, 1999; Lapage et al., 1992; McNeil et al., 2012) regulate the construction of taxonomic names on the level of species and genus in a similar way, with binary nomenclature invented by Linnaeus (1753) is a main method of naming taxa.
Higher groups, however, are named in multiple different ways. Most frequent are traditional names (sometime with postfix, or without it), and names combined from name of genus (base name) and standardized postfix. Codes of nomenclature include detailed instructions of how to use some of these postfixes.
One of serious disadvantages of this system is non-uniformity of rules between codes. Another is producing really long names which sometimes hard to decipher in order to understand the actual rank (this is especially notorious among names of intermediate ranks, like suborders or infraclasses). In addition, base name is not always easy to recognize within this compound name, because grammar rules require alternations. Not easy also is to use intermediate categories, there taxonomists sometimes invent new postfixes which are not governed by codes.
Results
I propose here simple approach which is free from limitations mentioned above, and also easy enough to extend:
Instead of postfixes, use numerical prefixes, where numbers designate the rank of taxon, from lowest (species = 1) to highest (kingdom = 7).
Intermediate ranks will then receive numbers with one decimal: subcategories are .8, super-categories are .2, and infra-categories .5.
Here are some examples: Typographically, this system is implemented as a L A T E X package "classif2" (Shipunov, 2008) ; package documentation contains some examples of use. Since all numerical rank names require typification, we hope that from this attempt the list of typified names will finally emerge and become an essential part of higher taxa nomenclature.
Numerical ranks are easy to extend, for example, to cover contemporary ideas of the correspondence between rank and the age of taxon (e.g., Liu et al., 2017) , here it is possible to create formulas which output numerical ranks in correspondence with timetrees.
Finally, similar numerical prefix approach could be used to label splits in cladistic, rank-less classifications. In all, numerical ranks make transitions between traditional and strict phylogenetic nomenclature easier.
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